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‘I once read that the heart’s magnetic field radiates up to five metres from the body, so 
that whenever we are within this range of another person our hearts are interacting. The 
body’s silent communications with other bodies are unmapped and mysterious, a linguistics 
of scent, colour, flushes of heat, the dilating of a pupil. Who knows, what we call instant 
attraction may be as random as the momentary synchrony of two hearts’ magnetic pulses.’

Emily Bi!o,  The Strays

INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT
Emily Bitto has described herself as fascinated by 
‘a group of unconventional individuals coming 
together with the idea of separating themselves to 
some extent from mainstream society’1. Bitto’s debut 
novel, The Strays, revolves around this idea, and 
draws inspiration from the lives of the Heide Circle 
of artists in the 1930s. In The Strays, Helena and Evan 
Trentham are a fictional artist couple at the heart of 
the modernist movement in Melbourne, who form 
an artist collective at their home – the fictionalised 
grounds of Melbourne’s Heide Museum of Modern 
Art.

The narrator Lily, like Bitto herself, is an only child. 
She is middle-aged as she begins her story, reflecting 
on her years spent living with the Trenthams, and 
in particular her friendship with their daughter Eva. 
Lily is a child used to isolation, and when she starts 
at a new school, she expects to be an outsider. But 
immediately she is taken in by Eva, who attends 
the school with her older sister, Bea, and their 
younger sister, Heloise. Lily’s friendship with Eva is 
immediate and intense. They form the kind of bond 
experienced in many female friendships, based on 
secrets and promises and heightened by the emotions 
of adolescence, a time when physical and emotional 
boundaries are yet to be established.

Lily is in awe of Eva and her family from the outset. 
They are extroverted and gregarious, nothing at all 
like Lily’s own conservative parents. She witnesses 

1 h!p://www.fancygoods.com.au/
booksandpublishing/2014/05/14/artistic-licence-emily-
bi!o-on-the-strays/

the freedom they give their daughters, and the open 
arms with which they welcome ‘strays’ into their 
home and, to Lily, it seems like a sort of paradise. Lily 
spends more and more time at the Trenthams’ house, 
as she and Eva become inseparable. When her father is 
injured, and is unable to work, Lily’s family are forced 
to move out of their home, and she moves in with the 
Trenthams for an indefinite period. 

It is around this time that Evan, growing increasingly 
frustrated with the conservative ideals of the 
Australian art scene, invites a group of like-minded 
artists to come and live on the Trenthams’ property 
as well. The idea is that these modernists will find 
inspiration in each other and, with the patronage 
of Evan and Helena, will have the financial 
independence and space to create work that pushes 
the boundaries of art. Jerome is one of the artists in 
the Trenthams’ circle. Well-educated and talented, 
he is admired by Helena and envied by Evan. But it 
is Eva and Heloise that interest him most, and it is 
his relationship with these two girls that eventually 
fractures the circle and the Trentham family.

Eva is wild and energetic. Her creativity and charm, 
like her father’s, pull Lily to her. As the girls become 
closer, Lily is witness to Eva’s melancholy, and her 
anger towards her parents at being treated as a side 
note to their artistic lifestyle. Eva is a fascinating 
character, not only within the text, but to readers 
as well. She is the more daring of the two girls, and 
has the kind of character that tends towards chaos 
and self-destruction. She has periods of effervescence 
juxtaposed with periods of withdrawal. As time 
passes, she pulls away even from Lily, keeping her 
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relationship with Jerome a secret, and only sharing 
her plan to run away with him at the last minute. 
Ultimately, Eva is a survivor, and at the end of the 
novel she emerges scarred but proud.

The character who slips through the cracks, the one 
who skims just beneath the notice both of the reader 
and of her family, is Heloise. Heloise is the youngest 
Trentham. She is neglected not only by her parents, 
but also by her sisters, who are dealing with their 
own adolescence and don’t have the patience to 
explain themselves to her. Heloise’s quiet character is 
punctuated with unexplained outbursts of extreme 
anger and aggression. In hindsight, these become 
precursors to her obsession with Jerome and even 
to her death, but at the time she is not only ignored 
by her family, but also goes under the radar of us as 
readers too.

The Strays is a complex novel with a very fitting title. 
Each character is a stray of sorts, collected together 
in the Trenthams’ household, where creative and 
adolescent chaos plague them all. It is classically tragic 
and rich in historical inspiration, but speaks with a 
contemporary voice. The liberated attitudes with 
which the Trenthams and their circle approach their 
lives, in particular their sexual attitudes, will deter 
some from selecting it for study. However there is 
much to be gained through the study of this novel, 
in particular looking at the friendships between girls 
and women, and the historical role of women in the 
modernist movement. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
EMILY BITTO has a Masters in 
literary studies and a PhD in 
creative writing from the University 
of Melbourne. Her debut novel, The 
Strays, was shortlisted for the 2015 

Indie Prize, the UTS Glenda Adams Award for New 
Writing in the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards and 
shortlisted for the Dobbie Award. The Strays won the 
2015 Stella Prize.

Taken from the author’s publisher  
www.affirmpress.com.au

THEMES
Female friendship 
Female artists 
Modernism 
Victorian history 
Art history 
Coming of age 
Family

READING QUESTIONS
 ✦ Where is The Strays set? How does the setting 

reflect the personalities of the characters? 

 ✦ How do the characters make use of the gardens at 
the Trenthams’ house? What does the space mean 
to each of the people living there?

 ✦ In one interview, Bitto says that she didn’t want 
the novel to read as ‘heavily researched historical 
fiction’. What do you think she means by this? 
How do you think she achieves a contemporary 
voice despite the novel’s historical setting?

 ✦ How is Eva first introduced into the narrative?

 ✦ Which of the Trenthams is introduced in the 
novel first? What does this tell you about what 
will happen later?

 ✦ In the prologue, Lily is a middle-aged woman. 
How does starting the story in the future shape 
your perspective as you start to read the rest of 
the story? What do you know? What questions 
are you already asking? What are your predictions 
for how the book might end?

 ✦ According to Evan, what is the role of art? How is 
it currently failing to achieve this?

 ✦ What do Helena and Evan hope to achieve by 
inviting other artists to live with them?

 ✦ Where is Evan situated in the Melbourne art 
scene?

 ✦ What is Jerome’s relationship with Evan? What 
does Jerome take from him?

 ✦ How are Lily’s and Eva’s mothers different? 

 ✦ How would you describe Helena? How does Lily 
describe her in the book? How do her daughters 
feel about her?
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 ✦ What is expected of mothers? How does Helena 
not fit this image? Is she a bad mother?

 ✦ What impact does their parents’ lifestyle have on 
each of the Trentham girls? Are they neglected or 
liberated?

 ✦ Does Lily make the right choice to publish her 
book at the end? Who is she responsible to? 
Should she consider the feelings of others?

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
1. The Strays explores the impact childhood 
friendships can have throughout our lives. Think 
back to a friend you had when you were very young.

–  Are you still friends with that person?

–  Has the friendship changed? How?

–  How has your life changed because of them?

–  Think about the friendship you’ve chosen. How 
is the friendship between Eva and Lily similar to 
your friendship, and how is it different?

–  How does the friendship between Lily and Eva 
change each of them?

–  Is it a good friendship? Is it equal?

–  What are the differences between their 
friendship as adolescents and their relationship 
as adults?

–  What external influences shape their friendship?

Think of an instance that you feel defines your 
friendship. Write this scene – either as a prose 
story, a script, or a letter. Try to capture the 
dynamic of your relationship.

–  Who is making the decisions?

–  What is the emotion in the scene?

–  How does the nature of the friendship affect the 
outcome of the interaction?

–  Where does the power lie?

Imagine switching the power dynamic of the 
scene and then rewrite it. Does this change the 
outcome? Choose a scene in the book between 
Eva and Lily and switch their power dynamic, 
then rewrite it. How might things change?

Look at the other friendships in the book and 
answer the following:

–  Who are they between?

–  Who controls the friendship?

–  How do the characters behave in this friendship? 
Does it differ from the way they behave in other 
relationships we see them in? How?

–  How does the friendship between these 
characters affect the narrative of the book?

2. Modernism challenges the notion that art 
must realistically portray the world. As a historical 
research project, look up the history of modern 
art in Australia, and write a short biography of an 
Australian modernist artist. Include who they were, 
what they were famous for (style and technique as 
well as specific paintings), when they were famous, 
who their contemporaries were, and what they were 
considered to have added to the modernist movement. 
You may consider choosing one of those artists or 
poets associated with the early modernist movement, 
or perhaps even someone from the Heide Circle of 
artists. Following your biography, write a summary 
of their artistic ideals. 

Write a similar biography for one of the 
characters from The Strays. Consider the same 
questions as above, but use references from the 
text as your background information. Discuss 
the differences between the ideals of the two 
artists and use this to comment on how Bitto has 
managed to capture the ideals of modern art in 
her fictional setting.

–  How does writing about these historical 
moments from a fictional perspective add 
interest, or capture modern readers?

–  Is the history less authentic if the book is 
fictional? Where does the author draw the line 
between fiction and history, and how does this 
impact the reader’s interpretation of events 
represented in the book?

3. An interesting exercise for schools based in 
Melbourne* would be to visit the Heide gardens, 
and ask students to imagine parts of the novel in 

* in other states this could be done in other outdoor 
se!ings, leading to a more general discussion about the 
way se!ing can influence a story.
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the actual setting. Ask them to consider their own 
emotional responses to the setting and how this 
enhances their reading of the text.

FURTHER READING
On Emily Bitto and The Strays
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h!p://digitalwritersfestival.com/2015/event/stella-
longlist/

Emily Bi!o’s Stella Prize acceptance speech  
h!p://thestellaprize.com.au/2015/04/emily-bi!os-
stella-prize-acceptance-speech/

The Stella Interview: Emily Bi!o  
h!p://thestellaprize.com.au/2015/03/the-stella-
interview-emily-bi!o/

Emily Bi!o wins 2015 Stella Prize for her debut 
novel, The Strays: The Guardian  
h!p://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/apr/21/
emily-bi!o-wins-2015-stella-prize-the-strays

Emily Bi!o Wins Stella Prize, Promises Part of 
Winnings to Wilderness Society: New Matilda 
h!ps://newmatilda.com/2015/04/21/emily-bi!o-
wins-stella-prize-promises-part-winnings-wilderness-
society

Emily Bi!o’s debut novel wins the Stella Prize: Books 
and Arts Daily: Radio National  
h!p://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/
booksandarts/emily-bi!o27s-debut-novel-wins-the-
stella-prize/6411110

Interview: Artistic licence: Emily Bi!o on The Strays: 
Fancy Goods 
h!p://www.fancygoods.com.au/
booksandpublishing/2014/05/14/artistic-licence-
emily-bi!o-on-the-strays/

Emily Bi!o’s debut effort proves a Stella 
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h!p://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/books/emily-
bi!os-debut-effort-proves-a-stella-performance/
story-e6frg8nf-1227314242363

Review by Madhvi Pankhania: The Strays by Emily 
Bi!o – the fizz and the fall of bohemian living: The 
Guardian 
h!p://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/apr/21/
the-strays-by-emily-bi!o-review-the-fizz-and-the-
fall-of-bohemian-living

Review by Donna Lu: Newtown Review of Books 
h!p://newtownreviewo#ooks.com.au/2015/04/16/
emily-bi!o-the-strays-reviewed-by-donna-lu/

Stella Prize 2015: the shortlisted authors on the 
stories behind their books: The Guardian  
h!p://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/apr/17/
stella-prize-2015-six-australian-authors-on-the-
stories-behind-their-books
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